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You can unlock and play as Shovel Knight, the main character of the acclaimed 16-bit platformer franchise Shovel
Knight. In this game, you will fight your way through various treacherous environments, solve puzzles and battle a host
of enemies. Key Features: Explore 8 perilous levels and pick up more than 40 unique weapons and armors in order to
dispatch waves of frenzied, mutant foes. Jump up and down, push walls and ride platforms to get around as you clear

obstacles and defeat enemies. Use any of the 50+ items and collectibles that litter the levels to complement your
unique weapon combo. Play on your own, or pair up with a friend via an all-new in-game multiplayer mode. Save a cute

and harmless little mouse called… Peanut? And the world ends and there’s only you, Peanut and your trusty ol’ shovel to
save it? Well, Shovel Knight is here to bring you a BANGin’ brand-new adventure. In this Buster Klass-ish platformer

(really, it’s not a sequel or anything) you’ll once again play as (or, in case you can’t read, that’s Shovel Knight, you white
racist) the hero as you travel across a variety of map screens and deadly platforms to expose the terrible truth behind

the King of Cards and save the game! With Shovel Knight, it’s a new era of platforming! You’re free to duck, dive, swipe,
and hop your way around each and every level, collecting items and defeating baddies as you work your way through
this unique new adventure. Shovel Knight’s new world is filled with a dynamic new locomotion system (think – Poison

Arrow keypad-like control), new power-ups, hundreds of items, and platforming challenges that you’ve never seen in a
game. Shovel Knight will ask you to be creative and that’s a good thing because when you can’t find a way to defeat a

foe or navigate an obstacle you’ve got 20 items at your disposal. And that’s not even mentioning the awesome
soundtrack and voice acting that’ll make you want to start digging right now. Features: Unlockable EX Character Shovel

Knight. 8 Levels. 40+ Unique Weapons

Features Key:
Simple and fast gameplay
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Fun game world with challenging tracks
High quality 3D graphics

Rainy Day Racer Game download!

For PC, Mac, Wii, iPhone, iPod, Android, NDS, MAME.
The whole game is FREE!

To download this game visit playmobil.com and once on the game page select Rainy Day Racer game and choose your
platform!

To play Rainy Day Racer game just click on the download link and you will be taken to the Insta-Share file manager! Select
"Rainy Day Racer" from the list on the left and it will start downloading!
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